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The Music 1

It is not usually good practice to extract one piece from a set, particularly when it lasts for
less than a minute, but the first two items on this recording have been included because,
written though they were by someone scarcely remembered today, they bear intriguing
similarities to later iconic works by acknowledged masters.

At 19 seconds into The Devils Amuse Themselves [1], No. 2 from Les Rêves (The
Dreams), Op.15, composed by Vladimir Rebikov in 1899 (to accompany a mimed tableau
of devils amusing themselves watching Satan’s daughter dance!), the central melody
strikingly anticipates the sinister ostinato that begins at figure 65 of Stravinsky’s ground-
breaking ballet The Rite of Spring (1911-1913), in the section entitled Ritual of the Rival
Tribes. And in The Giants Dance [2], No. 1 from Dans leur pays (In Their Country), Op. 27
(1902?), the opening theme in bare octaves suggests to me an embryonic version of Dance
of Fury, for the Seven Trumpets (also stated in bare octaves) from Messiaen’s Quartet for
the End of Time, written over twenty years after Rebikov’s death. All these pieces, built to
varying extents on the strange whole-tone scale (Rebikov deviates from this scale in one
note only, in the former piece), portray supernatural or otherworldly subjects, the “they” of
In Their Country being clearly alien creatures.

In parentheses it should be stated that, although Rebikov considered that he “invented”
whole-tone music, earlier Russian composers had dabbled in it, and as early as 1860 Liszt
had made extensive use of the whole-tone scale in his recitation with piano “Der traurige
Mönch” (“The Sad Monk”), also on a supernatural subject.

It is unlikely (while not impossible) that Messiaen knew the works of Rebikov; however,
Stravinsky, when asked in his later years by Robert Craft, “Were you aware in your St.
Petersburg years of the work of such Russian experimental composers as Rebikov, with his
whole-tone structures, unresolved dissonances, fourths à la Schoenberg’s
Kammersymphonie,” replied, “I did not know Rebikov personally, but his innovations were
familiar to me in my Rimsky-Korsakov years and I much admired at least one of his works,
the ballet [sic] Yelka.”

Vladimir Ivanovich Rebikov was born in Krasnoyarsk in Siberia in May 1866 and died in the
warmer climes of Yalta in the Crimea in October 1920. After learning the piano with his
mother, as a fledgling composer he studied at the Moscow Conservatory where he was
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taught by Nikolai Klenovsky, a pupil of Tchaikovsky and himself a ballet composer, and
continued his studies in Berlin and Vienna; he also graduated in linguistics at Moscow
University. In his late twenties he had an opera produced in Odessa. In addition to many
piano works Rebikov produced numerous orchestral, vocal and stage works, the last
category including what he called “musico-psycholographic dramas”; in some of these he
experimented by combining spoken and sung text to a musical accompaniment (essayed
by Humperdinck also and a precursor to Schoenberg’s Sprechstimme). Around the turn of
the twentieth century, emboldened by the more progressive atmosphere outside Russia, he
deliberately began to “think outside the box” and his style underwent radical changes: he
increasingly left behind the influence of Tchaikovsky and embraced, sometimes even
pioneered, novel sounds and procedures, some aspects of which will be explored in the
context of the works in this recording.

He wrote in a bewildering array of styles. Some of the composers, most of whom flowered
later, whose music is brought to mind by that of Rebikov are: Satie, Poulenc, Milhaud,
Bartók, Stravinsky, Copland, Chávez, Ives, Cowell, Debussy, Scriabin, Prokofiev,
Messiaen, Mompou, Villa-Lobos and Vaughan Williams. Lack of key signatures, time
signatures or bar lines, “hanging”, unresolved endings and fades, harmonies based on
fourths, sevenths and ninths – these were some of his trademarks.

Rebikov travelled in many parts of the Russian Empire, performing and teaching; he was
an avid educator – the music school in Kishinev that he founded had hundreds of students.
On his tours to several European countries he met numerous composers, including
Janáček and Debussy, and evidently Grieg was complimentary. It was courageous of him
to set aside the musical language that had brought him early success: although Jurgensen
steadfastly published his works in Moscow and Leipzig, his experiments were not
assimilated into a homogeneous system and he became embittered by the fact that
Scriabin, Debussy and others, whom he considered to have stolen his ideas, were the
recipients of so much more acclaim. At least The Musical Times in Britain acknowledged in
1917 that he had anticipated the language of these two composers by several years.

Despite his considerable achievements, and though sometimes called the father of Russian
modernism, Rebikov has been driven to the margins of musical history, not least because
the Russians seem interested almost exclusively in their front-rank composers. This is
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borne out by the fact that, as far as can be determined, out of this recital programme only a
piece of two minutes’ duration (track 21) has previously been recorded.

The cycle entitled Feuilles d’automne (Autumn Leaves), Op. 29 (also 1902?) [3-8],
represents Rebikov at his most romantically Russian and demonstrates both his solid
grounding and his chameleon-like ability to adopt widely differing styles in works written
around the same time. Minor keys predominate here and nostalgic melancholy is the norm,
intensified at times by chromaticism into grief, even pain. Instead of giving the numbers
scenically descriptive titles, Rebikov delineates the prevailing mood of each. While number
three, marked con afflizione (with affliction), is conventionally tonal and could be by
Arensky, tellingly novel features occur elsewhere. The first, con tristessa (with sadness),
breaks off at an impassioned climax to end on hushed diminished seventh chords. The
second, pregando (praying), begins almost à la Tchaikovsky, but after traversing many
keys ends more like a late piece by Liszt, coming to rest unexpectedly on the first inversion
of G flat major.

“Progressive tonality” occurs in the last three also. Marked con dolore (with grief), number
four reminds us at first of Scriabin, later moving by way of phrases in parallel fourths to a
peaceful close. The fifth, con tristessa e tenerezza (with sadness and tenderness), consists
throughout of a haunting melody in the tenor register accompanied by a sixteenth-note
figure in sixths in the right hand; it ends in the subdominant. The last is marked lugubre
(lugubrious) and is the darkest, with a one-measure-long phrase repeated obsessively to
an unquiet syncopated accompaniment, descending to the depths of despair and ending on
an unresolved discord. I find much haunting beauty in these pieces.

Une Fête (A Festival), Op. 38 [9-15], written in Dresden in June 1907, contains seven
pieces; most are less than half a minute long, only the second approaching a minute, and
anticipate the music of Webern in their extreme brevity, if not in concentration. The presto
number five is remarkable for two reasons: at sixteen seconds (plus resonance) it must be
one of the shortest pieces of music ever written, and in its blatant use of bitonality it
predated Stravinsky’s Petrouchka by six years. Appropriately for a festival, the character
throughout is high-spirited and dance-like, although the second number could be an
equestrian ride. Rebikov makes much use of ostinato figures, abrupt unresolved endings,
the whole-tone scale and strange modes. Only the third is in a conventional key – F sharp
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minor.

The title of Chansons blanches (White Songs), Op. 48 [16-19], comes from the fact that
only the white keys of the piano are utilised, so eliminating chromatic inflections. Written in
1915 and dedicated to Rebikov’s publisher Boris Jurgenson, they represent another
experiment; the English composer Constant Lambert was likewise to use only the white
notes in 1949 in his Trois pièces nègres pour les touches blanches (Three Black Pieces on
the White Keys), for piano duet. Moreover, Rebikov imposed further restrictions on himself:
to make the hands move in parallel for much of the time and to avoid the comfortable
interval of a third. In number one a surprising amount of passion builds up from harmonies
based on fourths, sevenths and ninths; the second piece is a touching song without words.
The busy third is built entirely – and the quirky final number almost entirely – on the interval
of a fourth. The unpredictability of these pieces’ endings will by now have become
predictable!

In 1901, as a complete departure from his accustomed miniatures for the piano, Rebikov
produced three extended piano works, each subtitled “Tableau musical-psychologique”:
Esclavage et liberté (Slavery and Liberty), Op. 22 [20], Chansons du Coeur (Songs of the
Heart), Op. 24, and Aspirer et atteindre (Aspiration and Achievement), Op. 25.

The scores of Op. 22 and Op. 25 are prefaced with the following excerpt about the
language of expression in music from Tolstoy’s essay “What Is Art?”: “Art exists if a man
[i.e. a composer] feels or imagines to himself feelings of delight, gladness, sorrow, despair,
courage or despondency, and the transition from one to another of those emotions, and
expresses those feelings by sounds and tonalities in such a way that listeners are affected
and moved by them in the same way as they affected him...”

With these works Rebikov entered uncharted waters, risking all in his quest for realism and
directness as opposed to imposed structure. His reference point was the Lisztian
symphonic poem, or tone poem, which, in an uninterrupted span, presents a narrative, i.e.
a literary or pictorial programme, but by setting aside the constraints of traditional form he
allowed himself much more than the usual freedom to trace the psychological processes of
his protagonists. The resulting “stream of consciousness” would, in the course of the
twentieth century, become a recognised vehicle for self-expression in literature, film and
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music. Thus, Esclavage et liberté should be approached on its own terms as an
experimental work. It is not closely organised, but use is made of recurring motifs. In its
heightened, fevered emotionalism it may be said to have anticipated the expressionist
movement.

The opening section, with its idée fixe of a descending chromatic scale – a moan or cry of
anguish (later becoming a scream), ideally requires three hands, and indeed the piano
writing in this work is very demanding. At 3’26” there is a lyrical theme that in a more
conventional work would be a second subject. Passages of plaintive recitative express self-
doubt or inner turmoil, and sudden impulses take the music off in new directions. The tonal
base shifts constantly (there are no key signatures throughout) and the post-Romantic
ultra-chromaticism suits well the depiction of a tormented state of mind. We experience the
bondsman’s yearning for freedom, his dashed hopes sinking into apathy, his defiance, until,
at 16’00”, he takes his first steps to freedom in a radiant theme in D flat major. By the end
of the work the oppressive F-minor gloom of the opening has been transformed into a
bright E-major light.

There are interesting similarities with Schoenberg’s Verklärte Nacht (Transfigured Night) for
string sextet, which Rebikov could not have known, as, although it had been composed in
1899, it was premièred in 1902 and published only in 1905.

Rebikov completed his once-popular Yolka (also transliterated as Yelka, and meaning
“Christmas Tree” in Russian) in 1901 or 1902 and it was first produced in Moscow in
October 1903. This fairy-tale, which he described as a musico-psychological drama, has a
libretto by Plaksin after Dostoyevsky, Andersen and Hauptmann and exists in a version
with piano as well as that with orchestra. Four excerpts can be played independently, of
which two are presented here. The enchanting Waltz [21], which was adopted as an
encore item by several pianists in the last century, notably Shura Cherkassky, is first heard
being played on a piano on Christmas Eve in a room in which children are laughing and
dancing, containing a decorated Christmas tree. Outside in the snow a destitute young girl
looks through the window and expresses her amazement and delight at the scene. Rebikov
eschews a simple merry waltz in favour of pathos, suggesting in the music the aching
longing felt by the child. She then falls asleep and dreams of being sumptuously
entertained in a palace by a prince, but of course she dies from the cold. In her dream
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Chinese dolls are among the presents brought to her by gnomes. The evocative Dance of
the Chinese Dolls [22], almost entirely pentatonic, is an example of orientalism but also of
what would come to be known as minimalism.

The Trois Idylles (Three Idylls), Op. 50 [22-24], were composed in November 1913 in
Yalta, where Rebikov had settled and founded a music school. For the cover Jurgenson
commissioned an illustration of fantastical creatures: a mermaid, a frog prince, Pan, a witch
and others. The contents are hardly less odd. Bar lines and time signatures are absent
from all three pieces. The solemn Hymn to the Sun, almost exclusively employing white
notes, features parallel motion and intervals of a fourth and makes extensive use of note
clusters, the majority of which include every white note in the span of an octave, to be
played “with the edge of the palm”. The American Henry Cowell and the Russian/American
Leo Ornstein, later credited as pioneers in this field, had yet to begin their work.

There is a footnote to the next piece, In a Vast Space, referring the pianist to number five of
Une Fête [13]. The reason for this must be that Rebikov was visiting again the bitonality
experiment of his earlier piece. In this case the right hand’s series of questing phrases in C
major is punctuated by the left’s succession of major and minor chords with many different
tonal bases. At 41 seconds one could be forgiven for attributing the music to Milhaud (then
starting out at the age of twenty-one) or Poulenc (just fourteen). At the close one is left
alone in the emptiness. Number 3, Among the Flowers, again employs clusters, here
playable in the normal way, and parallel fourths. Rebikov succeeds in communicating the
intoxication and welling-up of feeling experienced as we inhale a garden’s heady fragrance.

Returning to 1902(?), we find a less radically experimental cycle, Scènes bucoliques
(Bucolic Scenes), Op. 28 [26-30]. Here there is an attempt to evoke the spirit of an earlier
age, perhaps an idealised vision of ancient Greece: old modes are used in the first four –
Dorian in the rumbustious number one, Dance in the Vineyards, and the shepherd’s-pipe
Pastorale that follows (in this the left hand is tonally independent); Aeolian in the next two –
the graceful Dance of the Shepherdesses and the Dance of the Shepherds, another pipe
tune. The mercurial fifth, Round of the Elves (creatures found in Germanic, rather than
Greek, mythology) is built largely by stacking up minor thirds and eventually evaporates
into thin air.
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As an educator, Rebikov was aware of the need to offer to young students attractive but
challenging material to learn, and his cycle Tableaux pour enfants (Pictures for Children),
Op. 37 [31-37] – presumably a tribute to Schumann’s Kinderszenen, Op. 15, with its
humorous cover illustrations, fills the bill to perfection. Only the third number is dated: July
1906, Weggis [on Lake Lucerne, Switzerland].

In the opening piece, A Little Girl Pleads with her Mother (viz number four of Kinderszenen:
Bittendes Kind [Pleading Child]), the unresolved ending hints that the mother needs more
persuading. The Music Lesson is a delightful flight of fancy. The explanation reads: “A little
girl sits at the piano studying a piece of music. Distracted by the scent of lilacs and roses
reaching her through the half-open window, she makes constant mistakes and finishes by
escaping into the garden.” Prefacing the following number, another foray into archaism
called Vision of the Ancient World, Rebikov writes, “Evening in Hellas. A Greek priest
makes sacrifices to the goddess. Two young girls play the flute, a third accompanies them
on the lyre. Through the boughs of the cypresses one makes out the blue sea.”

Joyous Moment is, enigmatically, in the minor mode; then comes The Swing, with the left
hand’s swaying eighth-note figure. Grotesque humour infects the Moussorgskian number
six, The Gnomes’ Outing: “Two gnomes have gone for a walk and have met a frog. The
frog rushes at them. They are afraid and go back home.” The final piece, A Sad Story that
Ends Well, provides a positive conclusion.

Parmi eux (Among Them), Op. 35 (1906?) [38-43], is by way of a sequel to In Their
Country (see track 2): it portrays giant alien creatures that live in a parallel, whole-tone,
world. Each piece has a different dedicatee, that of the third being “Mr. V. Novak”,
presumably Vitězslav Novák, the Czech composer (Rebikov was in Prague between 1906
and 1908). The first, entitled The Males Dance, is heavy-footed and clumsy. Dance with a
Bell features syncopated gong-like bass notes, after which a hypnotic Berceuse sends the
baby off to sleep. Dance of the Quadruped, perhaps the aliens’ proportionately huge,
lumbering equivalent to our pet dog, brings to mind the more sluggish bear in Petrouchka
(1910-11). For the last two numbers we return to “them” – The Females Dance and The
Little Ones Dance.

Notes © 2009 Anthony Goldstone



The Performer

Described by The New York Times as “a man whose nature was designed with
pianos in mind”, Anthony Goldstone is one of Britain’s most respected pianists. A
sixth-generation pupil of Beethoven through his great teacher Maria Curcio, Anthony
Goldstone was born in Liverpool. He studied with Derrick Wyndham at the Royal
Manchester College of Music (which later honoured him with a Fellowship), later with
Curcio in London.

He has enjoyed a career encompassing six continents, the Last Night of the Proms
(after which Benjamin Britten wrote to him, “Thank you most sincerely for that brilliant
performance of my Diversions. I wish I could have been at the Royal Albert Hall to
join in the cheers”), very many broadcasts and nearly seventy CDs (including the
BBC issue of his London Promenade Concert performance of Beethoven's fourth
Piano Concerto). He has an adventurous approach to repertoire and has been
praised by Vienna's Die Presse for “his astonishingly profound spiritual penetration”.

In the last few years Goldstone has become known for his acclaimed completions
and realisations of works for solo piano and piano duet by Schubert, and for two
pianos and solo piano by Mozart, all of which he has recorded on Divine Art CDs.

He is also one half of the acclaimed and brilliant piano duo Goldstone and
Clemmow with his wife Caroline. The duo has made many CDs for Divine Art as well
as Toccata Classics and other labels, including one (Divine Art 25020) containing
première recordings of two Russian masterpieces, Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 4
and Romeo and Juliet, in spectacular transcriptions for four hands by friends of the
composer – Sergei Taneyev and Nadezhda Purgold (Mme. Rimsky-Korsakov)
respectively. The present disc by Goldstone is part of his substantial contribution to
Divine Art’s new Russian Piano Music series, issued by its American branch.
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